The Newsletter dedicated to Holistic Body~Mind Health & Optimal Performance

Hi to all our readers,

Penny Crozier,
Acting Editor
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Don’t delay,
renew today!

Tristan is away on vacation so I am filling in as editor –
although to give credit where credit is due, he put this issue
together before he left! Summer is well underway here in
San Diego and we are busy planning for 2013. The new
Advanced Training Programs schedule will be announced
later this month so make sure you stay tuned for that. This
coming weekend CHEK Faculty Tomi Toles is speaking
at the DCAC conference in – you guessed it – DC! Visit
www.dcacfitness.com for Tomi’s topics and to attend. Paul
is getting ready to head to Toronto to give a PPS workshop
(visit www.PPSsuccess.com for details) and then both
he and Dan Hellman will be presenting at the canfitpro
Toronto International convention. Visit www.canfitpro.com
to register for Paul’s pre-con workshop, How to Work In on
August 16th and to sign up for the convention. You can also
pick up a free pass to the Consumer Fitness and Wellness
show at the Toronto Convention Center. I’ll be there too and
look forward to meeting many of our Ontario subscribers in
person. Make sure you stop by the C.H.E.K Institute booth
and say hi!

Working with a Rehab Professional
by Paul Chek
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So you have identified that your client may need some additional
help, now what?
I strongly recommend finding rehab specialists in advance to
working with clients. Once you have those resources, you’ll
be prepared for almost any client to come your way. In fact,
utilizing rehab specialists may increase the number of client
referrals you get!
Begin your search by asking around – client testimonials
are great recommendations! Rehabilitation specialists can
also be found via the internet and phone book. Once you
have a developed a list, contact the office receptionists for
information that is valuable to you. Keep in mind, you are a
professional with a reputation to uphold and you are seeking
to work with other top-notch professionals!
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Subscribe at www.chekinstitute.com
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Featured
Exercise

Reps:
Sets:
Loads:
Tempo:
Rest:

8-12
1-3
Bodyweight
Slow
1 min between sets

Hip Knee Extension
with Knee Flexion
Equipment Needed
1. Swiss ball

How to Perform the Stretch

• Lie on back, stretch arms out on ground, palm-side
up, and put calves on top of Swiss ball.
• Slowly raise hips off ground until ankle, hip and
shoulder create a straight line.
• Keeping your hips in-line with shoulders and feet,
slowly bend knees and roll ball towards body. Do not
let the hips drop towards floor.
• When you have rolled ball towards you as far as
possible holding good form, slowly straighten
legs. Then lower hips back to floor and the starting
position.
• Repeat 8-12 times.

Progressions

• Move arms to the side of body.
• Cross arms over chest.
• Move ball further away from body so only heels are
on ball.
Taken from the
Golf Fitness Card Set
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Upcoming CHEK Advanced Training Programs
USA & Canada
CHEK Holistic Lifestyle Coach Level 1
• San Francisco, CA - September 28-30
• San Diego, CA - October 26-28
• Toronto, ON - November 9-11

CHEK Holistic Lifestyle Coach Level 2
• San Diego, CA – Nov 28-Dec 2

CHEK Holistic Lifestyle Coach Level 3
• San Diego, CA – September 13-18

CHEK Exercise Coach
•
•
•
•
•

San Francisco, CA - August 15-19
Los Angeles, CA - August 22-26
Chicago, IL - September 7-11
San Diego, CA - October 10-14
Toronto, ON - November 2-6

C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 1

• Miami, FL - September 19-23
• San Diego, CA - October 17-21
• New York, NY - November 14-18

C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 2

• San Diego, CA - November 2-6
• Toronto, ON - November 14-18

C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 3

International

Contacts

CHEK Holistic Lifestyle Coach Level 1
•
•
•
•

London, UK - August 3-5
Sydney, Australia - Sept 7-9
Lancashire, UK - October 5-7
Sydney, Australia - December 7-9

CHEK Holistic Lifestyle Coach Level 2
• Sydney, Australia - October 10-14
• Halmstad, Sweden - November 21-25

CHEK Holistic Lifestyle Coach Level 3
• Sydney, Australia - October 19-24

CHEK Exercise Coach
•
•
•
•

Surrey, UK - August 6-10
Sydney, Australia - August 13-17
Lancashire, UK - October 10-14
London, UK - December 5-9

C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 1

• Surrey, UK - August 13-17
• Dorking, UK - November 7-11

Golf Performance Specialist
• London, UK - August 3-5
• London, UK - November 16-18

North America
C.H.E.K Institute
www.chekinstitute.com
info@chekinstitute.com
Phone: +1-760-477-2620
How to register for a course
in the USA and Canada

Contact one of our Admissions
Advisors. They will be able to explain
our educational process in detail. The
Admissions Office is open Monday-Friday
(8am-5pm PST).
Phone: +1-760-477-2620
Email: info@chekinstitute.com

International Affiliates

Please contact your respective
International Affiliate below.

UK & Europe
CHEK Europe Ltd.
www.chekeurope.com
info@chekeurope.com
Phone: +44 01704 821321
Australia
Place of Chi
www.placeofchi.com
chek@placeofchi.com
Phone: +61 02 9986 0840

• San Diego, CA - August 17-25

Golf Performance Specialist

• San Francisco, CA - November 9-11
• Toronto - December 7-9

Early bird deadlines approaching – register now and save $$$!
Course

Early bird ends

Exercise Coach in Toronto
C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 2 in San Diego
C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 1 in Dorking, UK
HLC Level 1 in Toronto
Golf Performance Specialist in San Francisco
Golf Performance Specialist in London, UK
C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 1 in New York
C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 2 in Toronto
HLC Level 2 in San Diego
Exercise Coach in London
Golf Performance Specialist in Toronto

August 3rd
August 3rd
August 9th
August 10th
August 11th
August 18th
August 16th
August 16th
August 30th
September 4th
September 8th

s
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Sweden, Norway, Finland
Eleiko Sport AB
Ph: (+46) 035 17 70 70
www.eleikosport.se
info@eleikosport.se
Dates and locations are subject to
change. Please check with the C.H.E.K
Institute or International Affiliate
organizing the course before making
any travel arrangements.

Watch Your
email inbox.
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First, ask about the therapist’s specialty areas (i.e. neck, shoulder, back, hip,
knee). Next, I ask about their methodology regarding resistance training.
Unfortunately, I find that some therapists are afraid to use resistance training
with their clients. When I seek professionals to work with, I look for experience
in resistance training or athletic conditioning. Last, I specifically request a copy
of each specialist’s resume; if they aren’t willing to send me one, than I don’t want
to work with them. Additionally, I am prepared to send a copy of my resume,
should they ask for it!
After narrowing the search to highly qualified therapists through their resume,
reply with a letter to introduce yourself and highlight your qualifications and
the types of training you offer. Mention a desire to meet in person to develop a
working relationship and referral network for clients. I recommend including an
abbreviated resume. Follow up the next week via telephone to schedule a faceto-face meeting.
In your meeting, I suggest offering the rehabilitation specialist a free evaluation
and exercise program, or possibly even an abridged one. This way he/she will
experience your professional skills first hand and can confidently refer clients to
you.
Once you have networked a rehabilitation specialist, you’re well on your way to
a successful and booming business! Moving forward, your success lies in your
ability to communicate with the therapist! The most effective way to accomplish
this is to keep detailed notes on each of your clients. Not only will this serve to
track your own progress with your clients, your notes will provide a record that
you can copy and share with a therapist.
SOAP notes
are a common
technique for
recording client
information.
There are some
good resources
and web sites that
can explain in
more detail, but in
a nutshell SOAP
notes stand for:
Subjective – the client’s condition in their own words. For example, how they
feel, where they feel pain, how much it hurts on a scale of 1 to 10.
Objective – a record of your observations. This is where you will include
objective findings from your assessments.

Not a Subscriber? Sign up Today! Its 100% FREE!
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Webinars
& Coaching
Calls

Upcoming!
MONTHLY WEBINARS:
Understanding the CHEK Totem Pole
Wednesday, August 15, @ 12pm PDT

Is Stress Making Your Pants Tight?
Thursday, September 13, @ 12pm PDT

CHEK Webinars are free for C.H.E.K Institute-trained
professionals and are open to everyone else for just
$24.95 each or an annual subscription of $19.95 per
month. To register, please visit:  www.chekinstitute.
com/webinar. C.H.E.K Institute Trained Professionals
will received email instructions on how to register
for each webinar.

CHEK ITP COACHING CALLS:
For Holistic Lifestyle Coaches
August 8th @ 1pm PDT
w/ CHEK Faculty JP Sears
For Ex. Coaches, C.H.E.K Pracs & Golf Perf.

Sept 5th @ 9am PDT

w/ CHEK Faculty Matt Walden
These special Q&A Coaching calls with CHEK Faculty
are only for C.H.E.K Institute-Trained Professionals
with current status.  CHEK ITPs will receive email instructions on how to register for each coaching call.
If you have a particular question to be addressed by
a faculty member, please send them to
questions@chekinstitute.com.
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Holistic
Living

Assessment – your professional judgment of your client’s condition based on
your findings. Remember, as a trainer you cannot diagnose! Simply state what
you think may be the case with your client.
Plan – your recommendations to the client following your meeting with them.
May include exercises and a referral to a particular specialist.
I highly recommend you document every session with every client. You never
know when you may need that information! Record keeping becomes invaluable
should litigation become part of your client’s case.

8 CHEK Tips on
Buying Meat, Poultry,
Eggs & Seafood
1. Always go out of your way to purchase organic

free-range meats and eggs, regardless of the cost.

2. If you cannot get organic meats, look for meats
that are at least free-range.

3. If you do eat commercially raised meats, trim as

Continue to maintain open communication with your therapist. Your
professional reputation depends on professional cooperation. In the past, I’ve
worked with therapists who I later found out modified my clients exercise
programs and instructed the client not to tell me they’d changed it! You want
your relationship with a rehab specialist to be built on mutual respect and
not one that undermines the expertise of the other. Communicate that your
program complements what the therapist is doing with the client and vice versa.
Together, the whole will be greater than the sum of the parts and everyone will
benefit!
Working with a rehabilitation specialist is relatively easy to do and has numerous
benefits. With a little research and effort, you soon can have a strong network of
professionals around you; helping you, promoting you and making you an even
better trainer than you are now!

much fat off as possible. Fat stores toxins. Bake
or grill the meat so the fat can drip off and don’t
repurpose the fat in gravies or other dishes.

4. Avoid commercially farmed fish whenever
possible.

5. Avoid commercial eggs, even the whites.
6. Read labels - Manufacturers use all sorts of fillers

Do You Have a
Fungal or Parasite Infection?

in meat products, especially sandwich meats,
sausages and spreads. Wheat and other grains are
common ingredients in these types of foods.

Fungal and Parasite Infections
Are More Common Than You
Can Imagine!

7. For optimal health, follow a four-day rotation diet,
eating one type of meat each day. For example, on
day 1 eat bovine (lamb, beef, buffalo or venison).
Day 2 eat poultry (any kind of bird). Day 3 eat
swine (pork and wild boar). Rabbit and hare can
also be eaten on this day. Day 4 is fish.

8. Consider taking a high-quality fish-oil supplement
or EFA (essential fatty acid) supplement.

Taken from You Are
What You Eat

Don’t Let Them Eat
You Alive!
Click to get your FREE report
by Paul Chek to find out how
to recognize the signs of an
infection!
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Beyond The Crunch
By Paul Chek

CHEK
Spotlight

Today, the world is “abdominal crazy!” Men spend countless hours performing
crunches, sit-ups, hanging leg raises and flexing in front of the mirror, hoping to
see that elusive six-pack. Women are the largest consumers of info-commercial
gimmicks promising “Flat abs in just a few minutes a day!” In fact, the desire
for an aesthetically pleasing mid-section is so great that you can now find “Ab
Blast” classes in many gyms. These classes are devoted to trashing the abs, not
conditioning them for improved function or esthetics!
The first step in core conditioning is to realize that there are actually two
functional units that make up the abdominal wall. The outer muscles, which are
the ones you see in the mirror, create the Outer Unit. These muscles are some
of the prime movers of the trunk, but exercising them will not actually produce
flat abs! The inner layers of muscles are the transversus abdominis (TVA) and the
internal oblique (IO). The TVA and posterior portions of the IO act like a girdle,
producing a drawing in action, which is evidenced by the belly button moving
inward toward the spine when the Inner Unit is activated. It is this drawing in
action that creates the flat ab look everyone is after.
Aside from flattening your tummy with its girdle-like actions, the inner unit
serves many other key functions that are essential to maintaining optimal health.
They functions include the following:
1. Joint Stiffness and Segmental Stability. The inner unit has been shown by
scientific studies to be vital in producing and regulating joint stiffness of the
torso and greatly influencing joint stability in the extremities.
2. Visceral Support. The abdominal wall plays a critical role in supporting the
internal organs. Although the organs are supported by an intricate network
of ligaments, it is the abdominal wall that keeps them from falling downward
and forward under the influence of gravity.
As the abdominal wall weakens (especially the inner unit) the organs begin to
droop. This results in a condition known as abdominal ptosis. Abdominal ptosis
has been linked to such maladies as low back pain, painful menstruation, poor
circulation, digestive disorders, constipation, pelvic floor disorders and chronic
dysfunction of the respiratory system.
3. Respiration and the Abdominal Wall. The abdominal muscles are stabilizer
muscles that assist with respiration, while the diaphragm is a respiratory
muscle that assists with stabilization. When abdominal ptosis exists, especially
when combined with an accumulation of abdominal fat, the ribs are pulled
downward into a position of expiration. This disrupts respiratory excursion of
the diaphragm and commonly results in an increased ventilation rate (breaths
per minute). Increasing the ventilation rate alters blood pH and has been
linked to an increased propensity to experience muscle cramping.
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New Zealand,
Auckland

Lee-Anne Wann
021 420490
www.lee-annewann.com
CHEK Qualifications
    CHEK Exercise Coach

Specialities
• Anti Aging
• Back Care
• Bodyshaping
• Core Conditioning
• Corporate Health
• Corrective Exercise
• Depression
• Functional Fitness
• Holistic Lifestyle
Coaching
• Metabolic Typing

• Nutrition
• Personal Training
• Police/ Fire Fighter
Conditioning
• Postural Correction
• Stress Reduction
• Weight Loss
• Women’s Health
• Work Conditioning

About

Lee-Anne’s passion for the business of health has seen
her make a personal journey from her previous career in
international sales and marketing to now being the face
of motivation and health in Australasia.
Lee-Anne is a CHEK Exercise Coach and business
graduate. She’s also fluent in Japanese and has over 20
accreditations and certifications in health and fitness.

Want to be featured here? Create an
excellent profile at chekconnect.com.
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New!

The Inner Unit
The inner unit is under separate neurological
control from the larger outer rectus abdominis,
external oblique and anterior fibers of the internal
obliques. Traditional gym exercises do not condition
these key muscles, such that their ability to improve
spinal stability is enhanced until their recruitment
is under automatic reflex control. To accomplish
automatic reflex control of the inner unit requires
specific isolation training to enhance sensory-motor
control. Once control is established, activation
of the inner unit must be programmed into all
movement patterns commonly used by the host.
Failure to condition the inner unit to a high level
of specificity often results in spinal injury due to
instability.

Walking Tall

What Your Client’s
Gait Can Tell You
Before They Even
Speak!
Presented by
Dan Hellman, CHEK Faculty       
This simple, yet effective approach to gait
analysis does not rely on expensive cameras
and fancy equipment. Using just your eyes, the
information gained from observing your client
walking can provide deep insight into potential
weakness in the body and injuries just waiting to
happen. In this DVD, discover how to identify core
dysfunction, muscle imbalances and postural
issues with a 3-5 minute gait analysis. Then
learn to conduct additional assessments that
will provide the most information in the shortest
possible time.
AMONG THE TOPICS COVERED:
•     What is gait?
•     Walking assessment
•     Client assessment
•     Gait issues
•     Musculo-skeletal tests
•     Other physiological issues

e
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Filmed live at IDEA Personal Training
InstituteTM 2012
1 DVD, 109 minutes   •   $44.95

Dan Hellman, MPT, is a C.H.E.K
Faculty member and a licensed
physical therapist, who owns his own
practice in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. A
frequent lecturer around the country,
Dan coaches a variety of types of
clients. His passion in life is golf and
working with high-performance
athletes.

A. TVA
B. Diaphragm

C. Multifidus
D. Pelvic Floor

4. Inner Unit Support For Circulation and Immune Function. During
activities such as walking or swimming there is a cyclical contraction of the
inner unit. This cyclical contraction causes constant alteration of the pressures
within the intra-thoracic and intra-abdominal cavities. Similar pressure
fluctuations occur while breathing. These pressure variations, in concert with
the pumping action created by the contraction of muscles which pushing
blood through the veins toward the heart, serve to ease the load on the
circulatory system.
In addition to the circulation of blood by the actions described here, there is an
increased efficiency of lymph circulation. Lymph fluid is necessary to carry away
protein particles too large to make it into the micro-vessels of the circulatory
system. Without an efficient lymphatic system, there would be a decreased return
of fluids via the circulatory system. The result would be stasis in the tissues,
otherwise known as edema. If the lymph system were to fail for even a few hours,
life could not be sustained.
Bacteria, viruses and other unwanted entities are dumped out of the tissues
and into the lymphatic system making it where much of our immune system
functions take place. Should there be stasis of the lymphatic system, the body
could not effectively fight off infections and rid itself of the byproducts of
immune system activity. Again, if the lymph system is not functioning correctly,
disease is likely to ensue.
Due to the great concentration of lymph nodes in the abdominal region, the
action of these muscles is critical to our health and vitality. In fact, it has been
stated that a person’s youthful appearance, health and efficiency are correlated to
the tone and health of the abdominal muscles!

Not a Subscriber? Sign up Today! Its 100% FREE!
Subscribe at www.chekinstitute.com
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ABDOMINAL WALL FUNCTION, DIGESTION AND
ELIMINATION
The cyclical actions of the abdominal corset that occur with
respiration and movement of the body, such as exercise,
greatly aid in digestion and elimination.
As you are probably aware, there is a rhythmical
contraction of the digestive tract that moves food through
the system. The stomach and intestine’s rhythmical
contraction of the smooth is however, influenced by the
ingestion of stimulants (from food or drink), psychological
stress, physical stress and a multitude of other factors,
including respiration.

Four-Point Tummy Vacuum
• Assume the start position as shown
• With the spine in neutral alignment, take a deep breath in
and allow your belly to drop toward the floor.
• Exhale and draw your navel in toward your spine as far
as you can. Once the air is completely expelled, hold the
navel toward your spine for ten seconds, or as long as you
comfortably can without taking a breath (not longer than ten
seconds). Throughout the breathing pattern, keep your spine
motionless.
• This process should be repeated ten times to complete a set.
• Rest one minute after completing one set. As you are able to,
build up to completing three sets of the exercise.

An individual with a poorly functioning abdominal wall
will not receive the supportive benefits form cyclical and
acyclical contractions that result from optimal respiratory
mechanics and movement stimulus. For example, with
the case of ptosis, there can not be an efficient passage of
food-stuffs through the digestive system and constipation
will likely result. When the body can’t eliminate efficiently,
the liver is often overworked and begins eliminating
toxins through the skin. This typically results in a strong,
unpleasant body odor.

Standing Tummy Vacuum
• From a bent over row position, with hands resting on knees,
breathe deeply, allowing the viscera to drop down onto the
abdominal wall.
• As you exhale, draw the umbilicus toward the spine. 3.
Hold the contraction for ten seconds and then relax for ten
seconds. Repeat the process ten times.

By now, it should be evident that developing and
maintaining a functional inner unit is critical to far more
than how one looks in the mirror. Just because you or
anyone else has a six pack for abs doesn’t mean your inner
unit works correctly or that a person is anything close
to healthy. I have served as a consultant to many very
unhealthy athletes and performers that looked “beautiful
and healthy” to the untrained eye!

Advanced Version:
• The advanced version is performed in the same manner, with
the exception that you draw the umbilicus toward one side
and then the other.
• As you get better, try moving the contraction of the deep
abdominal wall into as many positions as possible.

STEPS TOWARD A FUNCTIONAL (AND FLAT) CORE
One of the most effective ways to get the inner unit
working optimally is to use breathing exercises. The Four
Point Tummy Vacuum is an excellent exercise that will both
tone the TVA and exercise the inner unit as a breathing
apparatus.
Once you can perform the Tummy Vacuum exercise in
a standing position for three sets of ten repetitions, you
are ready to begin training the inner unit with functional
movements. Begin by tying a piece of string around your
waist at belly button level. Draw the belly button inward
toward the spine slightly and tie a knot in the string.
To begin your functional, inner unit training, wear the
string to the gym and perform all your favorite exercises
using a load you could lift 20 times or more. If your inner

Once you have good TVA control, you should begin integrating
it into all exercises.

unit is working correctly, you will not feel the string tighten
or dig into your sides as you perform the exercise. If your
inner unit is lazy, it will push out as you do the exercise,
resulting in an uncomfortable digging of the string into
your stomach and sides. This should serve to remind you to
draw your belly button inward until the string loosens.
Another way of functionally training your inner unit
system, perform your exercises and chores around the house
using the string until you automatically draw your tummy
inward. Once you do this naturally, you can begin lifting
heavier weights in the gym.

Not a Subscriber? Sign up Today! Its 100% FREE!
Subscribe at www.chekinstitute.com
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Recent
CHEK Graduates
EC
Lenston Whitfield 3rd
Magdala Jaramillo
Paul Jurevich
Peter Haling
Jim Rizzi
Elizabeth Cantu
Caroll Kerner
Paul Bourne

Eric Hulse
Deepika Chopra
Charlene Walker
Dexley Fidyk
Julian Leander
Jeff Batori
Tanya Smith
Halley M. Mechanic
Rachel Crowley
Allita Parlette
Rondel King
Chinh Nguyen

CP1
Bret Kennedy
Daniel Condon
Nick Becerra
Nick Omega Sinitiere
Jonathan Inman
Jose Costa Pinto

HLC2
Alvaro Campos
Paula Iversen
Sarah Braendel
Nigel Nicholas

HLC1
Vigdis Mikkelsen
Per Brogger
Per Nygaard
Trine Elisabeth Winther
Christian Houmann
Sara Midskard Krogh
Solveig Bjarnadottir
Jarrod Cooper
Jason Hiatt
Elizabeth A. Korosec

Download Your
August Desktop
Wallpaper
Here’s a free downloadable gift for you this
month. I’ve put together a desktop wallpaper
calendar for you that’s themed with one of Paul
Chek’s foundation principles.
						
Enjoy, Tristan

Cl ick to Do wn loa d

1680 x 1050

*These are the names of recentlygraduated CITPs who have
successfully completed their
Advanced Training Program and
passed their examination. Due
to the constraints of newsletter
publishing deadlines, we cannot
guarantee that everyone will be
included in the most recent issue,
but don’t worry; we’ll get you in
the next one.

Upcoming
Birthday!
Clifford Oliver
Nick Metzger
Beverly Basila
Daryl Issacs
Ruth Pyszczynski
Joling Lee
Paul Chek
Mark Buckley

8/3
8/7
8/8
8/11
8/14
8/15
8/24
8/25

Got a birthday
coming up?

Click here to
let us know!
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